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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I

n April of 2013, the Fort Wayne-Allen County Airport Authority and Vision
2020, an initiative of the Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership, coconvened the Regional Air Service Committee (RASC) to involve regional

leaders in the process of improving air service to Fort Wayne International
Airport (FWA). During the committee’s first term, the RASC created and
distributed a business travel survey to gain greater insight into the
business traveler needs and attitudes at FWA. The information gleaned from this survey will help direct
future activities of the RASC and give FWA insight into the priorities and experiences of local business
travelers including travel habits, purchase processes and opportunities for new routes.
The survey was distributed throughout the 10 counties in Northeast Indiana in addition to Kosciusko
County. A total of 353 responses were received. Full results of the survey are included in this release, with
important highlights and thought starters called out below:
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The top five domestic direct flights wanted out of FWA are New York City, Atlanta,
Washington DC, Dallas/Fort Worth and Orlando. These routes point us to eastbound
expansion, with high connectivity. Orlando, Dallas/Fort Worth and Atlanta have existing
direct flights out of FWA, so examining the possibility for increased frequencies could serve
travelers well.



40% of respondents originate their flights at other airports. They cite ticket price and flight
scheduling as the biggest factors carrying them to competitors.



24% of international trips by Northeast Indiana travelers originate out of FWA, followed by
Chicago at 23% and Detroit at 19%. The most traveled destinations are London, UK; China;
and Germany.



95% of respondents represented in the survey think their business air travel needs will
remain steady or increase in the next year, and 45% of total respondents spend over $10,000
per year on air travel. This demonstrates the strong base FWA has to support future growth
opportunities and route expansions.
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Public-private partnerships will be a necessary part of attracting new flights and route
expansions. 73% of respondents are in favor of using public subsidies for initiatives focused
on increasing air service.

The results of this survey have already been used by the Fort Wayne-Allen County Airport Authority in
their request for funding from the Small Community Air Service Development Program. The Airport
Authority was awarded a $600,000 grant from the Small Community Air Service Development Program,
and those funds will be used specifically for the pursuit of eastbound route expansions. Survey results
also provided insight to the public perception of the airport. Overall, travelers that use FWA view our
regional airport as convenient and friendly but believe it has plenty of room to grow and become a true
business asset. There are additional opportunities to better promote the amenities FWA has, and
comments that could turn into future improvements. The RASC will continue to meet in 2014 to work
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collaboratively toward air service improvements in Northeast Indiana.
Katy Silliman

Scott Hinderman

VP, Regional Initiatives

Executive Director of Airports

Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership

Fort Wayne-Allen County Airport Authority
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INTRODUCTION

M

anagement at Fort Wayne
International Airport (FWA) is
interested in understanding business

travel needs in the commercial air service market
in the FWA service area. The Fort Wayne
International Airport and Northeast Indiana
Regional Partnership partnered together to
garner specific travel information from
companies that fly frequently. Funding for this
was provided by Greater Fort Wayne Inc.
A key element of this effort is the generation and
development of credible information. Business travel surveys are used to gain subjective insight into the
priorities and experiences of local business travelers. An online Business Travel Survey was conducted for
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FWA. A total of 353 surveys were completed.
The primary objective of the Business Travel Survey is to develop information on the travel habits, purchase
processes, and opportunities for air service development at FWA. This analysis examines:


Traveling for business versus pleasure



Organization information such as industry, number of employees, travel policies, etc.



Frequency of travel and change over time



Annual spend on air travel



Top domestic and international destinations



Originating airport



Mode of booking travel



Preferred airport amenities and prioritization of airport customer service areas



What FWA say about the region



Additional thoughts and preferred involvement in air service development events
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SURVEY RESPONSES

T

his section provides a summary of the
survey responses received. The
percentages reflected in each

question reflect those survey participants
that responded to the question. The
percentages do not include survey
participants that chose not to answer the
question. Also, percentages may not equal
100 percent due to rounding.

QUESTION 1
Are you traveling for business or pleasure?
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QUESTION 1. PRIMARY PURPOSE OF TRAVEL

Sixty percent of travelers are traveling for
business purposes versus 40 percent that are
traveling for leisure/pleasure purposes.

QUESTION 2
What industry or sector is your organization
in?
The highest share of respondent’s
organizations, 25 percent, was in the
manufacturing sector followed by business
services and orthopedics.

TYPE OF TRAVEL
Business
Pleasure

% OF
TOTAL
60%
40%

QUESTION 2. ORGANIZATION’S INDUSTRY/SECTOR
INDUSTRY/
% OF
SECTOR
TOTAL
Manufacturing
25%
Business services
12%
Orthopedics
8%
Insurance
6%
Finance
6%
Retail goods and services
5%
Transportation/Distribution/Logistics
5%
Defense
1%
Food processing
1%
Other
31%
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Question 5:
Twenty-six percent of
respondent’s
organizations purchase
over 100 roundtrip
airline tickets per year.

QUESTION 3
How many people are employed by your organization?
The majority of respondents, 56 percent, were employed by organizations with
101 or more employees.

QUESTION 3. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
1 to 25
26 to 50
51 to 100
101 or more

% OF
TOTAL
25%
9%
10%
56%

QUESTION 4
How many employees in your organization typically travel by air over the
course of a year?
While the highest share of respondents indicated that 1 to 10 employees
typically travel by air over the course of a year, 27 percent of respondents
indicated that 51 or more employees travel by air demonstrating significant

QUESTION 4. EMPLOYEES THAT TRAVEL BY AIR
NUMBER OF
% OF
EMPLOYEES
TOTAL
0
1%
1 to 10
43%
11 to 25
16%
26 to 50
13%
51 or more
27%

travel by survey respondents.
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QUESTION 5
Approximately how many roundtrip airline tickets does your organization
purchase annually?
The highest share of respondents indicated that their organization purchases 11
to 25 roundtrip airline tickets annually. It is notable that 26 percent of
respondents indicated that their organization purchases over 100 airline tickets
annually with 13 respondents indicating their organization purchases more than
1,000 roundtrip tickets annually.

QUESTION 5. NUMBER OF ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKETS
NUMBER OF
% OF
ROUNDTRIPS
TOTAL
10 or fewer
18%
11-25
34%
26-50
7%
51-100
10%
101 or more
26%
Other
5%
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QUESTION 6
Do you have a corporate account with an airline? If so, which airline?
The majority of respondents do not have a corporate account with an airline.

QUESTION 6. CORPORATE ACCOUNT
YES/NO
No

For those organizations that do have a corporate account, the majority have an
account with Delta Air Lines or multiple airlines.

QUESTION 7
Do you expect that members of your organization will do more, less, or about
the same amount of business travel in 2013/14 than they did in 2012?
While the majority of respondents, 68 percent, indicated that business travel will
be about the same as in 2012, 27 percent expected more travel this fiscal year.

Yes

AIRLINE
Delta Air Lines
Multiple Airlines
American Airlines
United Airlines
Unknown

% OF
TOTAL
81%
10%
5%
1%
0%
1%

QUESTION 7. CHANGE IN TRAVEL FROM 2012 TO 2013
% OF
CHANGE
TOTAL
About the same
68%
Expect more
27%
Expect less
5%
Not sure
1%

QUESTION 8
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In total, how much does your organization typically spend annually on air
travel?
Twenty-two percent of respondents reported their organization spends
between $10,001 and $50,000 annually on air travel. Nine percent of
respondents indicated that their organization spends over $100,000 annually on
air travel.

QUESTION 8. ANNUAL TRAVEL SPEND
ANNUAL TRAVEL
SPEND
Less than $2,500
$2,501 - $5,000
$5,001 - $10,000
$10,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $250,000
$250,001 - 500,000
500,000+
I don't know

% OF
TOTAL
5%
11%
15%
22%
14%
4%
3%
2%
24%
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Question 10:
New York was ranked as
the top destination
where respondents
wanted nonstop service
to followed by Atlanta,
Washington, DC,
Dallas/Fort Worth and
Orlando.

QUESTION 9
Please indicate the top five destinations you and/or your company’s
employees most frequently travel to.
Dallas/Fort Worth was the number on destination listed by respondents as one
of the top five destinations traveled to. Dallas/Fort Worth was followed by
Orlando, Atlanta, Washington, DC, and New York. Of those top five destinations,
FWA has nonstop service to Dallas/Fort Worth, Atlanta, and Orlando (Sanford).

QUESTION 10
Please indicate the top five destinations you and/or your company’s
employees would want direct flights to from Fort Wayne International Airport
(this may include existing direct flights):
The top five destinations listed by respondents where they want nonstop
service were the same as those listed where they currently travel to, with some
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change in the ranking. New York was listed as the top market for nonstop
service.

QUESTION 11
Does your company travel internationally? If so, please estimate the number
of annual trips.
Fifty-eight respondents indicated that their company travels internationally.
The highest share of those that travel internationally only make one to five
international trips annually.

QUESTION 9. TOP DESTINATIONS TRAVELED TO
TOP
% OF
DESTINATIONS
TOTAL
Dallas/Ft Worth, TX
21%
Orlando, FL
17%
Atlanta, GA
16%
Washington, DC
15%
New York, NY
15%
Las Vegas, NV
14%
Minneapolis, MN
12%
Los Angeles, CA
11%
Chicago, IL
10%
Denver, CO
10%
Boston, MA
9%
Philadelphia, PA
7%
Florida
7%
Phoenix, AZ
7%
San Francisco, CA
7%
QUESTION 10. TOP NEW NONSTOP DESTINATIONS
WANTED BY TRAVELERS
% OF
TOP DESTINATIONS
TOTAL
New York, NY
22%
Atlanta, GA
19%
Washington, DC
19%
Dallas/Ft Worth, TX
18%
Orlando, FL
16%
Las Vegas, NV
14%
Denver, CO
14%
Minneapolis, MN
14%
Los Angeles, CA
11%
Philadelphia, PA
10%
QUESTION 11. INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
NUMBER OF
TRIPS
No
1-5 trips
6-25 trips
26-100 trips
100+ trips

% OF
TOTAL
42%
24%
20%
11%
3%
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QUESTION 12
If you answered yes to the previous question, what top three international
destinations do you and/or your company’s employees most often travel?
The top international destination listed by respondents was London, UK,
followed by China. Other international destinations had a lower share;
however, because of how respondents listed the destinations, some countries
may have more travel than indicated. For example, Frankfurt, Germany and
Germany are listed separately; however, combined they total 15 percent of all
responses.

QUESTION 12. TOP INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS
% OF
DESTINATION
TOTAL
London, United Kingdom
21%
China
18%
Germany
8%
Paris, France
8%
Frankfurt, Germany
7%
Canada
6%
Toronto, Canada
6%
Europe
5%
Mexico
5%
Shanghai, China
5%

QUESTION 13
When you or your company travel internationally what top three airports do
you originate from?
When respondents travel internationally, the highest percentage, 24 percent
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overall, indicated that they originate travel from FWA. Chicago O’Hare
International Airport was close behind, however, with an overall share of 23
percent.

QUESTION 13. ORIGINATING AIRPORT FOR
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
RANK
ORIGINATING
AIRPORT
1ST
2ND
3RD
Fort Wayne
43%
7%
19%
Chicago O'Hare
25%
25%
18%
Detroit
14%
23%
24%
Indianapolis
9%
28%
14%
All Other
9%
18%
26%

OVERALL
24%
23%
19%
17%
16%

QUESTION 14
QUESTION 14. POLICY ON EMPLOYEE TRAVEL

Which of the following best describes your organization’s policy on employee
selection of airlines and flights?
The majority of respondents indicated that employees select their own carriers
and flights within the parameters set by company policy. Twenty-six percent
have policies that strictly manage employee travel while 22 percent have no
restrictions or guidance.

POLICY
Employees select their own carriers and
flights with no restrictions or guidance
Employees select their own carriers and
flights within parameters set by
company policy
The organization strictly manages
employee air travel
Other: No travel policy/Employees don't
travel

% OF
TOTAL
22%
52%
26%
0%
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Question 15:
Thirty-seven percent of
respondents use travel
Internet websites such as
expedia.com to book
their travel, followed by
direct airline websites
with 23 percent.

QUESTION 15
When you travel by air, what reservation service do you use for the majority
of your trips?
The highest share of respondents use travel Internet sites (e.g. expedia.com,
travelocity.com) to book air travel. The second most frequently used
reservation service was directly with the airline on their proprietary Internet
site (e.g. southwest.com, united.com). Only 16 percent used a travel agency
within the FWA catchment area.

QUESTION 16
When you travel by air within the US, what airport do you typically originate
your travel from?
For domestic travel, the majority of respondents use FWA to originate travel.
This is a significantly higher share than international travel. Indianapolis
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International Airport was the second most frequently used airport for
domestic travel.

QUESTION 17
Rank (1 being most important, 5 being least important) the

QUESTION 15. RESERVATION SERVICE
RESERVATION
SERVICE
Travel agency in the
Fort Wayne area
Travel agency outside of the
Fort Wayne area
Airline Internet site
(www.southwest.com,
www.united.com)
Travel Internet site (www.expedia.com,
www.travelocity.com)
Airline reservations phone number
I do not book my own travel
Other

% OF
TOTAL
16%
11%
23%
37%
1%
3%
9%

QUESTION 16. ORIGINATING AIRPORT FOR DOMESTIC
TRAVEL
ORIGINATING
% OF
AIRPORT
TOTAL
Fort Wayne
59%
Indianapolis
21%
Chicago O’Hare
4%
Chicago Midway
5%
South Bend
3%
Other
7%

QUESTION 17. FACTORS INFLUENCING ORIGIN AIRPORT
Airport amenities

following factors as they influence your decision on what airport
to originate travel from

Distance from home
Convenience/ease of travel

Ticket price and schedule/connections were ranked as being the
most important factors influencing respondent’s decision on what
airport to originate from. Airport amenities and distance from
home were of lesser importance.

Schedule/connections
Ticket price
0

1

2

3

4

Ranking (1 most important;
5 least important)

5
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Question 21:
Respondents
overwhelmingly support
the use of public dollars
to provide subsidies to
airlines to bring new
service to FWA with 73
percent approving.

QUESTION 18
In the past year, please indicate how many times your organization has
welcomed inbound guests via Fort Wayne International Airport (i.e. business
partners, vendors, etc.)?
The highest percentage of respondents indicated that they have welcomed 10
or fewer inbound guests at FWA over the past year.

QUESTION 18. INBOUND GUESTS VIA FWA
INBOUND
GUESTS
None
10 or fewer
11-25
25-50
50-100
100+

% OF
TOTAL
17%
40%
28%
5%
4%
7%

QUESTION 19. PRIVATE AIR SERVICE
NUMBER OF
PRIVATE FLIGHTS
None
10 or fewer
11-25
30+

% OF
TOTAL
70%
18%
8%
4%

QUESTION 19
In the past year, please indicate how many times you or your company’s
employees have used private air service (e.g. charters, private plane) to or
from Fort Wayne International Airport?
The majority of respondents did not use private air service over the past year.
For respondents that did use private air service, the majority used the service
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10 or fewer times.

QUESTION 20
If you or your organization/department used private air service, please
indicate the main reason for doing so.
The main reason for using private air service was that the airline schedule was
unacceptable.

QUESTION 20. REASON FOR USING PRIVATE AIR SERVICE
REASON FOR
% OF
PRIVATE AIR SERVICE
TOTAL
The airline schedule was unacceptable
16%
No airline served our destination
4%
Charter service was less expensive
6%
Not applicable - I did not use private air
service
66%
Other
8%

QUESTION 21
Do you support the use of public subsidies for initiatives focused on increasing
air service to Fort Wayne International Airport?
The majority of respondents, 73 percent, support the use of public subsidies to
support increasing air service at FWA.

QUESTION 21. SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC SUBSIDIES TO
INCREASE AIR SERVICE
SUPPORT FOR
% OF
SUBSIDIES
TOTAL
Yes
73%
No
27%
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QUESTION 22

QUESTION 22. FAVORITE AIRPORT AMENITY

What is your favorite amenity you’ve experienced in an airport?

Restaurants/
Coffee
24%

Other
21%
Cookies
4%
Premier Clubs
5%
Outlets
7%
Parking/Ease
of Access
8%

Ease of
CheckIn/Security
8%

QUESTION 23
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How do you prioritize the following customer service areas (1 being most important, 6 being least important)?
The most important customer service area is airport staff and parking quality, with the least important being entertainment such as shops and televisions. Responses are
ranked below in order of importance:
1.

Airport staff

2.

Parking quality (covered, valet, shuttles)

3.

Technology (Internet, charging stations)

4.

TSA staff

5.

Food and beverage options

6.

Entertainment (shops, TVs)

Wi-Fi
23%
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QUESTION 24
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What does Fort Wayne International Airport say about our region?


A little behind the times!



Convenient - friendly - efficient



A lot



Convenient, but expensive to reach



A sizable population



Currently that we are backward and behind the times. It reinforces our image



A state-of-the art facility that is often bypassed because of the cost to connect

as small town and hurts our recruiting of talent to the area. Service is

to larger hubs. People drive to Indy, Detroit, or Chicago to avoid costly

unreliable and expensive. We avoid using FWA if we can. It is a liability to our

connection.

community.



A whole new altitude - I have no idea what that means.



Doesn't convey an identity



Accessibility is comparable to others



Easy access



Active business support



Easy in and easy out access. Better than expected for the size of the city.



Air carriers do not seem to value the last minute business traveler out of FWA.



Easy to get around & friendly atmosphere.



Air service has been terrible for 20 years. It appears other than destinations in



Easy to get to

Florida, nobody travels in Indiana



Easy to maneuver



As the airport has grown over the years, so has our region



Easy to use facility. Limited flight options. Often more expensive.



Awesome



Economic stimulus



Back Water location. I travel into other regional airports with similar



Efficient, functional, but also basic, no frills and dated appearance.

populations and they have much better airports.



Efficient, small, needs growth



Be proudly part of it



First class



Behind the times.



First Class regional airport - looks good for the region



Big city amenities without the hassle



Fort Wayne has a small and convenient airport that is clean and lets people



Clean but expensive

get in and out in a decent manner. On time departures are a real problem! I



Clean, comfortable, friendly

average 3 times a year driving home from Detroit or missing a connection



Clean, easy access, great place to fly out of.

outbound because of flight disruptions. I thought improved class of airplanes



Clean, friendly, convenient

were coming to FWA. (i.e. First class seating on commuters, but it hasn't



Comfortable

happened)



Competent and business oriented while maintaining a 'welcome home'



Fort Wayne is a historical community.

atmosphere.



Fort Wayne is a medium size city with limited numbers of flights and



Convenience

destinations, but a city that tries hard to make it easy and convenient to fly in



Convenience

and out of Fort Wayne.
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Fort Wayne is 'Midwest-friendly' and 'Midwest-efficient.'



High quality airport which provides easy travel and quality service.



Fort Wayne is small



High quality.... Professional community.... A great place to work and live.



Friendly



Hillbilly airport....Love the city and the restaurants, and shopping



Friendly



Hopeful expansion good potential



Friendly



I believe FWA is an asset and speaks well for our area.



Friendly and clean.



I believe it makes a good impression to visitors. My only wish is a few more



Friendly and easy



Friendly and easy-to-use, but limited options



Friendly clean but small, limited access



Friendly, advanced, convenient.



Friendly, cost-efficient

was 4 hours late because of no crew availability. The connection home never



Friendly, mostly efficient but limited

showed up on my layover at O'Hare. I had to rent a car to come home.



Friendly, welcoming (cookie), fast to get in and get out, not crowded, cost to



I don't think it makes a very big impact.

park



I fly our clients into IND because FWA leaves them with a small / rural /



I believe that overall Fort Wayne has done a nice job. However, the flights are
expensive out of Fort Wayne and not enough flying options.



I don't know. I used it only once and had terrible service. The first flight out

FWA is a well-run, easy to use airport that offers connections to a handful of

backwards feel which is inconsistent with the high tech services we're trying to

major hubs. What that says is Fort Wayne is a tertiary market, but we do well

offer. The lack of destinations also contributes to a perception that they're

with what we have to work with.

'flying to the middle of nowhere.'

Gives Fort Wayne credibility having an airport that reaches many large cities.



I like the art in the airport. It sends a statement that the region values the arts.



Good business



I like this airport



Good impression, friendly, very easy access. Low volume due to expensive



I think it is a nice regional airport, just more expensive with less options than
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flights.


using Indy.

flights.


Good Regional Airport, Friendly (except TSA), cookies are nice touch



Good to have an international airport in our area



Great airport. Some of our employees live closer to South Bend, but many use



would do it more often if there were more non-stop flights.


coming back in the winter only to encounter snow or ice all over their car?

Great facility, limited options, often not price competitive



Great initial departure airport



Great People



Growing



Growing



Growth, success



Hard to get to

I think the airport is improving in terms of eating options; but the lack of a
garage is disappointing. How many times have people complained about

Fort Wayne if they live in the Warsaw and southeast areas.


I think it says that it's a great region to fly out of. I love flying out of FWA and



I think the name implies that there are more travel options available than
there are. We aren't 'International' and the choices of cities to connect
through are limited



I think we have a great airport but it seems to really only cater to business
travelers. I would love to be able to fly out of Fort Wayne more but it is
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cheaper for me to drive to Indianapolis and fly. That is really a situation I

like 1-plane flights to CA, even with a stop or 2, but I guess that's unrealistic

would hope could be fixed.

for FWA.



I'm convenient, but expensive.



IMHO it says we aren't really up to par with other airports serving the 2nd

We were, honestly, also behind the curve in finally getting covered jet bridges

largest cities in their states--Yes, we have Free Wi-Fi & other technological

for boarding/disembarking from planes. I flew extensively in the early-mid

offerings, as well as a business center, like other airports do; but we have little

1970s & found them back then at pretty much every airport I flew to--which

to nothing in the way of 'name brand' concessions (shops/food & drink

was very important to me, as a mobility-impaired person--but when I

offerings) compared to other airports serving a '2nd largest city' in other

left/returned to FWA, back in the day, I had to be carried on/off the plane by a

states... sometimes including cities w/ smaller terminals than ours. We also

'sturdy' airline employee as we had no boarding bridges at our gates. I've been

REALLY SHOULD have concessions available on the 2nd floor, not just the

flying into/out of FWA reasonably regularly since the early 1970s, so I'm

ground level. Many passengers would rather stop, for at least food/drink,

reasonably familiar w/ its airlines & other amenities. I get this is still pretty

closer to their gate than closer to TSA/Security.

much the original terminal building, but still...

We truly pretty much look like a terminal that primarily has 'non-mainline'



Important asset to our community. Underappreciated and underutilized.



In my opinion, it paints us as a smaller city than what we actually are. I think

service from 3 of the 4 airlines serving locally; not to mention we only have 4
airlines serving here (At 1 point, didn't we have around 6--or more, even--

it's a general detractor to our city.


airlines here, at 1 time?). Also, you can't fly farther from FWA, without at least

Europe. Doesn’t seem practical from FWA unless you pick up some of the ORD

1 layover, than DFW, ATL, Florida, or MYR & MSP--& the last 2 only have
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seasonal flights. The majority of our service is to ORD or DTW... Airports/cities

traffic.


we can easily drive to as well.
We need an airline/airlines that will commit to flying farther west than Dallas

It can be difficult to travel to or from. The airport itself is nice, but the
available flights to other airports can be difficult to secure.



It has really improved over the years. I'm glad they have Allegiant... thank God.



It is a great facility, but the region does not have enough strength to demand

& won't drop those flights after a year, claiming an issue w/ 'fuel costs' (while
continuing service on a similar route involving SBN--around 30 minutes flying

Is it really International? I think of international as connecting transatlantic to

more flight options.


time west of here--despite what I saw as FULL flights here), as Allegiant Air did

It is a nice airport. The free parking for short term is great. We need TSA precheck for GE

with our nonstops to LAS & Phoenix-Mesa. I'm STILL pissed about the LAS



It is a valuable asset

flight ending as it made my annual trip there MUCH easier to handle (no



It is a very clean, well maintained airport.

layovers involved), except maybe for the 'redeye' return from LAS. We also



It is bland and uninviting to the traveler

need a carrier/carriers that will fly east from here again. I remember we once



It is easy access off of I69 and is better to fly out of in the winter than South

had United flights to both Newark & Denver Stapleton, & Piedmont flew to
Washington National after a stop in Dayton (I actually flew that once). I'd also

Bend.


It is evolving, but needs more direct flights.



It is friendly and easy in easy out airport
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It is not profitable for a lot of carriers to fly into or out of Ft Wayne.



It’s a nice clean local airport.



It is the first imperation for many.



It's a nice little airport



It is welcoming



It's an okay region, similar to many other places in the country



It says that Fort Wayne is not yet a destination, still a backwater.



It's appropriate for the population.



It says that Ft. Wayne is small but it's not too bad for its size.



It's kind of small



It says that there is a lot of potential for business growth. Having the luxury of



Its small

an airport in town can only improve the opportunities to bring new and larger



It's small.

companies into the region.



It's small.

It says that we are committed to the Fort Wayne community, as well as



It's well taken care of, easy to find where you are supposed to be. We fly
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surrounding communities, in creating cost-effective travel options in a clean,

Allegiant air out of Fort Wayne at least 2 times a year, and pick up family

safe and friendly environment.

members there another 2 -3 times a year. We like the convenience of the



It says that we are welcoming.

airport and the fact the fares are kept low.



It says we are emerging as a region, but we need more convenient airline



I've never heard the airport speak.

options.



Large modern airport, ready for any growth in the business side of flying.



It says we are growing



It says we have lots of small towns, and the main reason people come here is



Last time I was there I felt it said welcome to a friendly community

to visit family.



Limited



It says we're average



Limited airline connections.



It shows we have commerce that requires air transportation convenience.



Limited Flights that are expensive



It speaks very highly that we value a convenient, international, and well-



Limited options; too many cancelled or delayed flights;

(doesn't mean we have the flights now)

maintained airport.



'Look, we have an airport!'



It tells people that the region is progressive and successful



Low budget



It’s a nice airport, good prices on variety of destinations are very limited.



Low number of airlines available and poor connections to destinations.



It’s difficult to get here.



Makes it easy to get to Fort Wayne; driving to Indy is hard



It’s very neat, convenient, marked well, enjoyable



Medium size allows for easy travel for business and pleasure.



It's a good regional airport, convenient layout, but lacking in direct



Modern, efficient, small

connections to major cities.



Modern, midsize airport representing a variety of key attractions and





It's a great airport, but when they lost the Cincinnati connection, no one wants

employers in the area. Really like the enhancements made with the dining

to fly to Chicago, Detroit or Cleveland in the winter months....

area and gift shop.

It's a great Airport, too bad many of the flights are so expensive. It encourages



More flights, more growth, more tourism, more business

driving to Indy.



N/A

It's a nice airport



NEED MORE AIRLINES.
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Need to grow



Need to have several international flights to justify using the name.





Nice airport, convenient, but not enough flights to a wider range of cities.



Represents it well.



Nice first impression, but not very competitive.



Small & quaint



Nice friendly people and place. (Love the cookies!)



Small airport for the size population and industry base. Customers struggle in



Nice people with a small airport. The airport is nicer than many others it's size

day of travel commitment.

getting into the area. Frequently fly into Detroit, Indy or Detroit and drive to
our location.

I have been to. Indicates an interest in or pride in the area.


Nice, but feels small and a little backward



Small airport, small town. Nothing special happening in Ft. Wayne.



Nice, conservative people & reasonable level of accommodation/hospitality



Small airport; easily accessible but more costly tickets



Not business or traveler friendly. Too expensive. No Southwest Airlines



Small and easy to use/access, friendly, but not very accessible.

service. All small over crowed planes.



Small but friendly, clean and appears to be well run. TSA staff was referred to



Not enough business to support competitive flights

as 'Barney Fife' but they have improved considerably in customer focus. Also



Not enough direct flights. Not business or traveler friendly. All small over

good advertisement of local business and attractions

crowded planes.
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Regional airport, few direct flights, connections almost always required, full



Small commuter airport used for local business, not family vacation travel
destinations

Not much



Not much





Not ready for primetime



Small market and hard to get to FWA. Once here, great facility and people.



Not sure



Small region



One of the longest runways in the Midwest. Ready for air travelers



Small scale airport efficiently run. Conservative.



Opportunity



Small Town



Organized, efficient, friendly



SMALL TOWN BUT IMPROVING



Our airport is appropriate for our market, but it doesn't impress anyone. No



Small town USA

complaints, but no high praise either.



Small town very little direct travel options, and flights are not timely so you

SMALL MARKET



Outdated



Personally, I think it shows we are not a well-traveled area. Limited amenities



Small town, less hassle.

in the evening - it's like a ghost town after 8pm.



Small Town.



Poor Verizon coverage



Small, but friendly! I love flying out of FWA :-)



Progressive and innovative!



Small, friendly



Quaint



Small, regional airport



Quick access to the city center by rail or bus



Small, secondary market, somewhat isolated



Quick and convenient; Well cared for; Limited in availability of designations



Small.



Solid reliable regional airport

may not get back home on time
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Speaks directly to the business traveler in making flights convenient &



available.

to travel by air so we require a big boy airport.



That are region is small



That we have the economic ability to support a highly functioning airport.



That is cares about travelers' comfort and wants them to feel welcome, and



That we have travel options

that it's a community trying to serve the best it can with limited air access.



That we want to be a leader in national air transit.

Clearly wants more.



That we're a small city and don't travel much to larger cities. That there's not



That it is a major city in Indiana and has the business and personal

much air traffic here.

opportunities that are important to travelers.



That we're a small town, rather remote



That it is up & coming.



That we're not major players



That it's too expensive to fly out of Fort Wayne if not flying for business where



The airport is convenient and easy to access, but the prices do not compare to

they pick up the tab.
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That we have a robust business community and a large population that prefers

other airport locations.



That the region has easy access to the world



That there is available air connections--but at a high price



That there is international service



That this is something needed.



That we are a regional airport, and we can get you to many destinations.



That we are a small town...I don't believe we are, however I know that is the

but I have heard people say it doesn't fit the size of the airport. It is good to

impression we have with out of town travelers. Especially for people flying in

have as large of an airport that we have for our area. It is convenient when I

for local job interviews.

need to fly.



The airport is exceptional, since it is primarily an origination or destination
airport. Convenient parking



The airport itself is nice but no one ever flies there because many times it's
cheaper or more convenient to drive to Indy or Chicago.





The International portion of the name give it presence on the global market,



That we are a small, yet progressive region.



That we are big enough to have a nice airport.

from Fort Wayne. You can usually drive to another airport for the same cost



That we are ok but still not 'there' yet.

(flight, transportation and parking) and have fewer connections.



That we are serious about providing the best travel options for pleasure and



They are truly trying to be proactive...

business. Live here. Fly here.



This terminal is very clean, bright and staff is very friendly. It's a great first



That we are still a small town....



That we are too small an airport and that is why everyone drives 2 hours to





The physical airport is great, but it is expensive and difficult to get to places

impression (especially the cookies!). However, it is typically not busy and some
stations are not open or available for late arrivals (restaurants, shops, etc.).

Indy.



Trying to increase travel options

That we don't fly much. We have no regular direct flights that you wouldn't



Unfriendly and don't value good customer service.

normally drive to, except Dallas/Atlanta. We frustrate people coming in



Up to date.

because if any flights are cancelled, there are no options.



Very favorable!!!

That we don't have enough flights to make them inexpensive.



Very few options, but easy to get in and out of if you can find a flight that isn't
twice as much!
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Very good airport for a mid-size metro



We committed to North East Indiana



Very hospitable



We connect to the world



VERY NICE AIRPORT FOR ITS SIZE



We don't have much to offer. We are small. But we are trying our best.



We are a friendly, laid back community,



We don't have sufficient volume to attract major or low cost carriers



We are a minor player.



We don't value frequent travelers



We are a small farm community.



We have a lot of distance to make up when compared to other regional



We are a small local community with pride in our industry. The airport is easy



airports.

to get in and out of quickly. There is very little food or drink options and so



We have a strong economic base within 100 miles of FWA

usually you have to wait to go to Chicago or Detroit to get any amenities for



We may not be the best, but we do what we can to impress.

your flights.



We need to try harder

We are a small time place with no real service to anywhere. We used to be



We try to provide a quality experience for travelers. However, it doesn't speak

able to fly 'real' planes from here not just to some hub - no longer.


We are a viable growth region in the country. I don't mind having the
connections but the non-competitive fees to fly beyond the hubs are
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well when everything inside the airport is closed and there are no airport
personnel to ask questions.


We want people to fly in and out of here, but we don't offer flights that are

ridiculous.

affordable compared to Indy and Chicago. Sometimes it's hundreds of dollars



We are a welcoming community

more expensive. It's cheaper to fly out of Indy using the Hoosier Shuttle



We are behind other middle markets like Dayton for example

service from Fort Wayne.



We are friendly and welcoming, but not yet big enough to make traveling to



We want to be bigger but we're not quite there.

Fort Wayne easy.



Welcome more flights, convenience so close to home, smaller airport, easy in



We are growing



We are growing



Welcoming environment



We are growing and ahead of the curve...



Welcoming.



We are hard to get to.



Welcoming.



We are kind of plain.



Welcoming... but service at restaurant too slow so it is a bad reflection on us



We are modern and up-to-date and have good facilities



We are not very big. The airport has very few options for flights.



Well maintained and pleasant to visit



We are progressive.



Well, if there were more flight options, it would say we are relevant as a



We are small but pleasant

region in the national economy. We're not there yet. It's perceived as a



We are small town USA

backwater airport.



We are small.



We're capable of so much more than what we're currently exhibiting



We can compete with larger cities in the area and have high quality service



We're clean, friendly and we go to bed at 8.



WE can do better



We're small but uncomplicated, and we have lots of potential.

easy out

as a service industry...
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We're trying to be something we are not. There are really no passenger



You can get to where you need to go but at times the connections and layover

international flights.

times are extremely long. Need more nonstop service to major cities. If more



Without much direct air service it says we are not a regional hub.

nonstops are offered possibly corporations would invest in opening facilities in



Would like to grow but not committed to the kind of air service that would

Fort Wayne.

really make a difference in attracting business




You do a good job with the resources you have



Besides the a commitment to retaining and expanding air service, the terminal

You can get there if you are willing to hop and skip to do it

QUESTION 25
Please let us know any additional thoughts or suggestions you would like to share.


A direct flight to DC



A key issue for FWA is for the airport to attract enough traffic to convince

could be upgraded to be more 'current', with more TV's in departure area,

airlines to use larger aircraft for FWA flights - at least to a CR-700 or -900 level

iPads for travelers use, more charging stations, more / better food options.

for flights to/from ATL, DTW, and MSP.

Visually not that exciting when arriving. Several airports force you through a



very much welcomed.
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WOW area - Austin, Savannah, Vegas, Denver, come to mind.

Additional air service with more destinations and low-cost carriers would be



Additional flights would be welcome



Again, just would love more competitive prices to be able to fly out of Fort



Better (and cheaper) connections would probably draw some of our travelers
from Indy back to Ft. Wayne. Many of my fellow travelers will originate out of
Indy because of better connections and/or prices.

Wayne for leisure trips instead of driving to Indy or South Bend.



Better airfare...........Always drive to Indy due to better prices.



Airfare via FWA needs to get more competitive;



Better connections for better prices, would cause me to use the FW airport



Airport authority does a good job given the circumstances with local culture
and corporate wealth



more, than driving to Indy or Chicago


Charging additions and seating were a great addition. Baggage claim takes a

Airport is accessible, would be nice if it had ability to land Southwest Air

bit longer than other smaller airports. The lack of emerald club aisle is

flights.

frustrating.




Another restaurant like a Dunkin Donuts would be great.



Anything that can help make flying from Fort Wayne a little more cost-

connecting flights. Minimizing layovers and avoiding very early or very late

justified. With flights often being $200 or more versus Indianapolis, it’s hard

times would be nice. Sometimes I feel that Fort Wayne is getting hosed on

not to make the drive South.

some of the better flight times and it makes it more difficult to choose FWA

Appreciate the cookies and the volunteers. I would prefer to travel out of FWA

for our flights.



whenever my budget can afford it...



Continue to work on making flight times a priority when working with

Convenience of direct flights to and from major cities is huge because for most
travelers time and hassle diminishes greatly with direct flights. When you are
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traveling time and stress is everything whether customers know it or not. It's






often dictates a drive to Detroit or Indianapolis as a better option, even when

Covered parking would be an excellent improvement. Look to Ford in Grand

including travel expenses, parking, etc. to/from those airports farther away.

Rapids as an example for a mid-size city.

Need to find a way to make FWA's pricing more competitive.

Creating a Transportation Center by incorporating Passenger Rail at the



delayed for mechanical issues -- not FWA's fault and their staff was gracious

Direct flights are critical. We have few hundred ins and outs each year. Most

with rerouting.

of the people I work with outside of Ft Wayne (Philly or HFD) are not



Get lower airfares...I go to Dayton because it is so much cheaper there

exclusively flying thru Indy and driving up. I do this as well when flying to



Get more direct flights and Southwest Airlines

Philly. I've started recommending it due to so many frustrations. In this day



Get some more flights in here that use bigger planes - such as the MD-80's and
737's that Delta and US Air used to fly from here. Now all you have are flying

business. I've begun referencing Indy as the home airport - not unlike the 90

sardine cans that are cramped and uncomfortable.

minute commute to some east coast airports when there is heavy traffic. This



Great Airport. Like direct recreation flights.

is more understandable than being stuck in Chicago/Atlanta etc. on the way



I am proud of our airport. Keep up the good work.

in.



I am thankful that we have an airport of this size in our area.

Direct service to Toronto even if only a few times a week would be



I appreciate the economical parking, the TSA staff, FWA being a nice small

appreciated.


Don't consider TSA personnel as an amenity. They are essential and must

airport.
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present themselves in a professional manner, no matter what.



Employees and staff haven't lost the small town relationship with passengers -

hundreds per ticket.


I don't feel that Ft. Wayne is competitive with the other cities' airport/flight
options. It's just expensive to fly in and out of Ft. Wayne as opposed to other

Expand connections and point to point flights beyond Midwest. Create a

cities, but our airport is user friendly


seating and technology. Get current. I am embarrassed to fly people into this
airport. Increasingly we send to Indy.



I do occasionally drive to other airports if traveling with family to save

friendly.
business lounge. Current area is laughable. Update gate areas with new



FWA typically does a nice job, however my last two flights via Delta were

Airport if it should happen is a priority.

and age, no direct flights is absolutely killing our reputation for ease of



FWA is great and convenient, and will fly it whenever possible. However, price

the lean way!

I drive 2 hours to get to Indy usually stay in an airport the night before the
flight and still come out money ahead on the airfare.



I enjoy flying out of FWA however the cost drives me to use other airports

FASTER INTERNET; DIRECT FLIGHTS TO EAST COAST; PRIVATE DEPARTURE

sometimes. It would be nice to have some options for connection that avoid

LOUNGE

Chicago.

From my perspective it is not competition between Ft. Wayne, S Bend, and



I find the Allegiant flights to be of particular value.

Indy but profitable travel (air, auto, train other) design that will help Indiana



I hate flying, so I prefer direct flights whenever possible.

thrive for business and pleasure travel, therefore making Indiana the place to



I have been told by airline employees that the FWA Airport Authority is at best

live, work, and a desired place to create business.

adversarial to the airlines and is the major cause for the level (lack) of service
and high ticket prices. With the completion of the 'Fort to Port (US-24) it is
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quicker on the return international flight to terminate in DTW and drive to
well organized, convenient parking garage. My opinion is that the FWA Airport

they get to their destinations on time. They love Fort Wayne, but the

Authority does not understand their competition and how people who live 40

unpredictability is not something they will tolerate. Just hearing of a coworker

miles from the FWA airport view the fly FWA verses fly IND and/or DTW or for

missing a flight is enough for them to make alternate plans.

to the conditions at the FWA airport.

time I couldn't even buy a cup of coffee. Only beverage option was ONE

I have found when traveling that Fort Wayne is a much more expensive choice

overpriced soft drink machine. Subsidized the restaurant and keep it open

than South Bend. I also find Fort Wayne airport inconvenient to get to.

longer.

I like FWA airport; Nothing really
I like how the airport is small because you don't have to arrive 2 hours in
advance.



I wish I could use it more but the price differential drives us to use Indy way
too much



I wish that there were more flights out of FWA. I check FWA, IND & DAY every

I live and work 30 minutes from FWA but I almost never fly from there. I will

time that I fly. I look for price and time of flights. I would say that I fly DAY

drive to DAY or IND because I can't justify the expensive ticket prices from

50%, IND 40% and FWA 10%. I would like to do 100% from FWA.

FWA. I hope that changes because I would love to fly out of Fort Wayne.



I love Allegiant.... so efficient. Make a non-stop to New Jersey once a week so I
don't have to go to Chicago.
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I was at the airport two weeks ago waiting for a guest with another guest. The
flight was supposed to get in at 8. It was delayed until 9:40. For that entire







of FWA that drive to ORD rather than FWA but the majority drive to DTW due





I use Fort Wayne as my origination and final stop. More and more of our
employees, mostly younger, are driving to Detroit or Indianapolis to make sure

that matter fly ORD - I know former FWA residents who live on the lakes north





FWA and it is almost an equal time for domestic flights - and I get a covered,

I would like to see more flight options - places and connections that would
make travel easier so I don't have to drive to Indy or Chicago.



I would like to see more flights and competitively priced flights available from



I only use Ft. Wayne in the winter because South Bend gets more snow.

FWA. It would be nice to have at least a regular public ground transport option



I really appreciate the 30 min free parking. I always try to use FWA when

available at the airport.

traveling, and do take into account parking costs, travel time, auto fuel costs



as well as ticket price when considering alternate airports.


I really enjoy traveling through FWA. It's easy, efficient, and extremely

factor in drive time, gas and parking!


convenient.


I really want the airport to offer preferred parking...i.e. for an annual charge, I

I would love to see a direct flight to St. Louis! Otherwise, keep up the excellent
work. We are privileged to have an international airport in our small city!

cleaned off (if snow).



If airfare can be within $200 of IND then I would depart from FWA

I think we are doing a pretty good job with establishing our airport experience



If not a cafe, even a Kiosk or some type of area to get coffee, water, sandwich

as a good one. I think we need to think bigger if we want to attract more
business opportunities.


I would love to fly out of Fort Wayne's airport but the cost is usually
prohibitive.



have access to a restricted lot, close to the main doors, where my car is


I would love not to have to drive to Indy to get lower fares even when you

I think we should get DE brands chocolates instead of cookies when we
return!

or newspaper, etc.


If the prices and flight times were there, I'd always use Ft. Wayne. I'm in
Muncie, and a problem you face is getting folks in this part of the state to
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recognize how accessible your airport is compared to driving to Indy. Most



Keep doing the job you are doing!!!!

people never even think about comparing Ft. Wayne.



Keep looking for ways to improve the experience -- helps offset higher ticket

If we can't get more direct flights than good gate assignments at connecting

prices

airports is important. Often we arrive or leave at the very end of the



Keep up the good work.

commuter terminals which makes tight connections risky. My last few flights



Keep up the good work.

through Detroit have had much better gate assignments in B and C terminals,



Keep up the great work and try getting more non-stop flights to other cities.

nearer the tunnel to A concourse.


The non-stop to Las Vegas would be nice.

I'm concerned with our ability to keep strong regional flights like FWA to ATL. I



Keep up the great work!

don't want FWA to only be the airport that can get you to Detroit or Chicago. I



Keep up the great work...

want to see more flights and hope that we can keep FWA as a strong option



Let connecting flights and more straight through. Would be nice, but I

for flying.


understand why.

In the first question, you should have both, as I do both business and pleasure



Love the cookies! Makes people feel welcomed in Fort Wayne.

traveling. Have you considered having larger corporations invest into shopping



Lower the prices to match the Indianapolis flights or Detroit flights.

areas, restaurants, etc., perhaps making Fort Wayne a larger hub than it is.



Many times the price and availability out of FWA dictates my travel to IND,

Due to the number of flights, I think this prohibits passengers, and they might
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be more likely to drive to a larger hub to get a flight.

DAY, and SBN.


Maybe a program that uses monthly or quarterly round trips to the same



Increase the number of airlines and direct flights to more destinations.



destination would help with companies that need to visit their customers on a

It is my airport of choice, we don't even bother with Indy any more, it’s too big

regular basis. Or a program that sets price based on volume usage versus

and confusing.

timing of the ticket would help with more travel by air then by car.



It is my observation that it takes longer in Fort Wayne than any other airport



Modern, midsize airport representing a variety of key attractions and

to open the door and let passengers off once the plane is parked. Although it

employers in the area. Really like the enhancements made with the dining

is better over the last several months than previously it is still too long and

area and gift shop.

very frustrating.



More direct flights and/or flight options. Most times I will fly to Indy to take
advantage of cheaper rates or a direct flight



It would be great if we could attract some larger planes to FWA.





More direct flights for similar cost to Indy or Chicago

It would be great to get one of the major discount airlines to serve Fort



More flight options would be nice....every plane is full and Fort Wayne often

Wayne.

becomes the gating airport when making air travel reservations



It'd be really nice if there was a way to originate in Warsaw, IN.





More low-cost service

I've used the airport twice only - a roundtrip int'l flight and connecting from



More options, less cost of flights

here was a great experience so far. Love the easy flow and no hassle check-in



More people would be willing to fly out of Fort Wayne if there were more



and check-out.

direct flights to the east coast as well as other vacation-friendly cities. I've

Just get more flight options to Minneapolis & Florida

heard customers comment that it's a full day's travel just to get to and from
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Fort Wayne, which is not good. I know that some said they find it easier to fly



into Indianapolis and then drive here.


My father passed away in November, it was nice not to have to make a long

Also, fewer delayed flights; more eateries/bistros.


Our biggest problem with FWA is that no matter which carrier we use, there

drive to Indy or Chicago airports, when in a time of need.

are always delayed flights. This makes a huge impact on business travel when



My last flight I took from South Bend merely because of available schedules.

you are never sure if you can make the business meetings you have set up.



My wife and I are planning a trip to Jamaica in November. There is a flight



from FWA, through ATL, then to Jamaica. $950 per person. From Indy, $550

Our organization would love to use FWA, but the prices do not compare to
Indianapolis and or Chicago.

per person. The savings pay for 1/2 the room. This is very typical.



Parking at FWA is always crowded.



N/A



Parking garages instead of large ground level parking.



Need more flights to different places. Need more connections. NEED



Parking needs a major upgrade. First, ability to validate (pay for) parking

COMPETITION FROM LOW COST AIRLINES! Need Southwest Air.

tickets inside terminal. Second, a covered, connected, parking garage - the



Need Southwest Airplanes here!!



Need to continue to create awareness of the airport facility itself and the



Please add nonstop flights from FW to Memphis!!!....and Minneapolis.

flights available.



Please bring down fares and you will see an increase in our use of FWA

Need to keep costs low so people in Ft Wayne will fly local and not try to Indy,



Please encourage airlines not to cancel flights at the last moment.

South Bend, and Chicago



Please get something direct to east coast



None



Please see Question 24 for that. I got carried away there. Sorry!



None, thanks.



Put more sugar on the free cookies!



Nonstop air service to new york would be great



Regarding Denver: South Bend currently has a Denver flight 4 times a week in



Non-stop flights needed....can't travel anywhere out of FWA without having a
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One suggestion: to offer free parking as an incentive to fly out of Fort Wayne.

'shuttle' service is a joke and waste of airport funds.

a smaller area than FWA. Should FWA pursue a Denver flight, FWA could grab

layover somewhere

passengers away in places like Warsaw from South Bend with daily service.



Nonstop service to points east would be great



Not enough direct flights to multiple destinations. Too many hoppers.



Nothing



Shuttles to the airport would be helpful...perhaps within a 60 mile radius



Nothing at this time.



Since for the most part, the flights originating in Fort Wayne are connecting



Nothing more, thanks

with other flights to get passengers to their destinations, there should never



On Time efficient operations of the feeder airlines is critical to continued trust

be a reason why those flights are delayed leaving. If personnel need to get to

and use. Longer feeds into the west and east would be welcome like a Denver

the airports earlier to assist passengers with the ticketing, inspection,

and New York direct. Thank you for giving Ft Wayne a quality airport.

boarding and airplane pre-flight check incl. deicing, etc. then they should

One of the issues about flying out and back to fawn is, incoming flights being

arrive at such a time as everything is accomplished so there can be an on time

canceled from the larger cities. We have gotten stranded in rod more times

take-off.



than I care to say. Rent a car and drive back.



SBN is nice because if offers both light rail and bus options at the same
location.
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Someone needs to be at the airline counters, or available by ringing a bell,



of Barney Fife in Andy of Mayberry, a small town cop trying to flex the little

there was no one to talk to.

muscle. Over the top for such a small airport.

Something direct to the east coast would be nice. New York or Charlotte



perhaps.



employees to service customers.

Stop the incessant advertising efforts. It cheapens us and looks like NASCAR.
Taxi service is very marginal and seems expensive. Perhaps a kiosk advertising
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The airport facility is nice. Just wish there were more flights to more/different

There are so few flights out of Fort Wayne, that when there is an issue with a
flight (and there always are) there are no alternatives. There are not enough



There is a need to be more competitive price wise. We use Indianapolis or
Chicago because we usually have two or more flying and it is too pricey.

taxi rates and links to hotels w shuttle service would be an easy upgrade.


The TSA Agents have always been less than accommodating. They remind me

what have you. I had a problem with a cancelled flight, and later a bag and



Think of other ways to differentiate FWA compared to other regional airports.

places to help with business travel.

Utilization of empty ad/wall space to market airport amenities. Ways to

The airport itself is great, easy parking, most people are friendly, free Wi-Fi.

incorporate Vera Bradley into the marketing more perhaps as one of our

The options are just so limited, a few more options i needed greatly.

largest, brand-recognized employers.

The airport itself needs no improvements. The cost of the flights is what keeps



Too often we look to other markets simply because FWA doesn't have a

me from flying out of Fort Wayne more often.

competitive variety of airlines and destinations for business and recreational



The airport should be comparable with boarding passes on your phone

travelers.



The City, County and Businesses in this region have done much to improve the



Try to get an airline that offers direct flights (maybe like Southwest!)

attractiveness of Fort Wayne and Allen County; until we find whatever 'it' is to



TSA is ridiculous and often rude. National in DC isn't as strenuous/over doing it







make this city a destination we are going to be a connecting flight. In these

as FWA. We had the worst experience EVER in April re: a trip to Nashville, TN

days of federal fiscal irresponsibility I absolutely oppose use of public funds to

via American. Ended up driving. Totally turned off w/ FWA. Pray that train

subsidize direct flights that no one uses, just because other airports do it is no

travel comes to Fort Wayne soon. Sorry but that's the truth and we're going to

excuse.

drive as much as possible until then. Used to love FWA but no more.

The more direct and connecting flights to major airports the better. A direct



TSA needs to friendly up

flight to a major east coast airport would be helpful.



We drive to IND way too often for flights to our destinations. Would love the
option of reasonably priced tickets from FWA. Indy doesn't need FW dollars.

The new computer center is not an improvement. I use for business. I do not
want everybody to be able to look at my screen. The cubicles were GREAT.



We need a straight thru flight to Tucson, AZ

The region is working hard to improve service in and out of FWA.



We need additional carriers and destination

Unfortunately, I almost always fly out of Indianapolis rather than Fort Wayne



We need convenient and affordable links with rail and bus transportation, not

because of cost and availability of good flights.

only for those passengers needing multiple modes of transportation, but also

The shops should be open when there are planes arriving. How about

to assist passengers in getting to hub cities when weather and other events
occur that prevent flights from occurring.

interactive maps where someone could find restaurant, lodging, area
attractions just with a touch of finger on a monitor.



We need direct connections between New York and Fort Wayne



We need more commercial air flights and options at competitive rates!
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We would like to see more flights that do not have multiple stops out of Ft



LaGuardia would be welcomed. Or another regional aircraft other than the 50

When I talk to people, there primary comment is about high cost of flying,

seat CRJ's. The ERJ's used by American are so much nicer than the CRJ's used

which they assume is under the airport's control.

by Delta & United.

Why does South Bend have Frontier and we do not? I prefer Detroit; it's a 10





fares...



You guys are good!

With the problems, delays, and cancellations in today's air travel, it is



You just need more flights that are direct flights, to various destinations. The

inconvenient and stressful to travel from a secondary airport where you must

time involved to fly from Ft. Wayne and then have to change planes and go

rely on a connection in a larger city. You are more assured of reaching your

thru security again at another airport is too time consuming. We can drive to

destination on time/on schedule if you drive to a larger city and fly out of

Indianapolis or Chicago, and get a direct flight (cheaper) and be there in a

there.

much shorter time than going thru Ft. Wayne.

Work with the airlines to provide incentives to lower cost and fly in/use larger



planes. Work to bring in Southwest Airlines service.


Wouldn't mind flights to more cities and rates more competitive with
Indianapolis.

minute longer drive than Indy but direct flights... Recently FWA has had better


Would love to see Minneapolis service fly year-round. Also, a flight to NY

Wayne. Example - South Bend has a straight flight to Las Vegas.

Would like to see a McDonalds or similar restaurant --to accommodate

You should offer reduced cost on parking over 7 days. This would encourage
more people to fly out.



Your TVs upstairs are old

children's tastes and decent prices instead of cold turkey sandwiches that are

BUSINESS TRAVEL SURVEY – FORT WAYNE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

$7-$8!! A fast food would do a great business at the airport.

QUESTION 26
Please provide the following information (You will not be contacted unless you indicate interest in participating in future air service efforts):
While the address, phone and email have been kept confidential, the following organizations provided information.








1st Source Bank
ABC Industries, Inc.
Ace Hardware of Warsaw
Allen County War Memorial
Coliseum
Alliance Winding Equipment
Aluminum Trailer Co.
Apartment Association of Fort
Wayne-NEI











Artemis International
Asher Agency
Auburn Gear, Inc
B. Walter & Co.
Baden Tax Management, LLC
Bank of Geneva
Barrett & McNagny LLP
Bashpole Software, Inc.
Beckman Lawson, LLP











Berne Apparel
BERNE APPAREL COMPANY
Biomet
Bowmar, LLC
Broadway Park Design
BUILDERS MAQRT
Bunge North America
C J International, Inc
Camp Alexander Mack











Cardinal Services
center for hospice care
Centurion Industries Inc
CenturyLink
Chamber
Chase
City of Fort Wayne
CK Products LLC
Clevenger Insurance
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Coldwell Banker Roth Wehrly
Graber
Cornerstone Youth Center
Creative Benefit Solutions
Creative Technology Solutions,
Crossroads Bank
CTB, Inc.
Custom Art
Custom Engineered Wheels
DePuy
Don Ayres Honda
DWD Tech Group
Ecolab
Edward Jones
Ellucian (Headquarters in Fairfax,
VA) - I work remote
EPCO Products, Inc.
Essex Brownell
Everence Financial
Express Scripts
Farmers State Bank
Ferguson Advertising Inc.
Floyd & Partners
Ford Meter Box Company
Fort Wayne Citilink
Fort Wayne Metals
Fort Wayne TinCaps
Franklin Electric Co., Inc.
Goshert Insurance LLC
Grabill Missionary Church
Grace Schools
Grace Village Retirement
Community
Hamil, Lehman & England, PC
Hardesty Printing


































Heartline Pregnancy Center
Himes & Krull, LLC
Hope alive
iAB Financial Bank
Indiana University-Purdue
University Fort Wayne (IPFW)
Instrumental Machine &
Development
Iotron Industries USA
IPFW
Jack Laurie Group
JCR Automation
KCH
Kendallville Area COC
Lake City Animal Clinic
Lake City Bank
Lee Anne Stewart Dance School
Lincoln Financial Group
LMI
Logikos
Loving Shepherd Ministries
Lupke Rice Insurance
Maple Leaf Farms
Medtronic
Menno Travel
Midwest Quality
Millers Merry Manor
Mind's Eye Graphics, Inc.
Mirafrey Technical Services
Muncie Power Products, Inc.
National Active & Retired Federal
Employees Assoc.
Nautic Global Group
New Haven Chamber
New Haven Print



































New Life
Nishikawa Cooper LLC
Northeast Indiana Regional
Partnership
Northeastern REMC
Nuway Construction
OMCO
One Resource Group
OrthoPediatrics
Ottenweller Co. Inc.
Our Sunday visitor
Paragon Medical
Par-Kan Company
Pepsi
PhD
PNC Bank
Poorman's Heating and A/C
PQC
Prairie Quest Consulting
Precision Medical Technologies,
Inc.
Pro Products
Purdue University
Quincy Recycle Paper Inc.
R&M Resource Development
Redwood IT
REMC
Robinson construction Inc
Sales Partners
SCH Advertising
SchenkelShultz Architects
Schnitz Motorsports Inc.
Scotia Group Inc
Shambaugh and Son, LP
Shindigz


































Shoe Sensation
Smith Appliances
Smith Brothers of Berne, Inc.
St. Joseph Community Health
Foundation
STAR Financial Bank
State Senator
Steffy Wood Products, Inc.
Stephan Baby
Strataflo Products
Strick Trailers, LLC
Symmetry Medical, Inc.
The Ford Meter Box Company
TI Automotive
Tower Bank
Travel Leaders
Trine University
TTP Diesel Power & Machine
Ultra Electronics - USSI
University of Saint Francis
Valbruna Slater Stainless, Inc.
Visit Fort Wayne
Wabash Electric Supply Intrasect
Technologies
Walker Fire Forensic Analysis
Warsaw Community School
WaterFurnace International
WDGC
Wells Fargo Bank
Wells Fargo insurance
Wolf Corporation
WorkOne Northeast
WriteOn LLC
Zimmer, Inc.
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Question 27
Would you be interested in participating in further air service development events (e.g. focus groups, in depth
interviews, air service speaker opportunities)?
While the majority of respondents indicated that they would not be interested in participating in further air
service development efforts, 28 percent of participants are willing. Notably, 30 percent of the respondents that
indicated that they are willing to participate in future efforts are employed by organizations that purchase more
than 100 roundtrip airline tickets annually. This should be the target group for future air service development
efforts and data gathering for inclusion of business data in air service presentations.

BUSINESS TRAVEL SURVEY – FORT WAYNE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

QUESTION 27. INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN FURTHER
AIR SERVICE DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
YES/NO
% OF TOTAL
Yes
28%
No
72%

Thank you Regional Air Service Committee (RASC) members:







Brad Bishop, OrthoWorx
Sarah Bodner, AEP/Indiana Michigan Power
Jim Cook, JP Morgan Chase Bank
Tom Cottrell, BKD
Patrick Dooley, Greater Fort Wayne Inc.
Scott Hinderman, Fort Wayne Airport








John Hopkins, Sweetwater Sound
Ben Johnston, Fort Wayne Airport Board
Tom Jones, Crowe Horwath
Jeff Krudop, Travel Leaders
Mike Landram, Greater Fort Wayne Inc.
Jessica Miller, Fort Wayne Airport

200 E. Main St., Ste. 910
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
260.469.3469
www.neindiana.com







Tim Pape, Carson Boxberger
Dennis Robinson, Visit Fort Wayne
Chris Shanks, Ford Meter Box
Andy Yergler, State Farm Insurance
Lauren Zuber, Northeast Indiana Regional
Partnership

3801 W. Ferguson Road, Ste. 209
Fort Wayne, IN 46809
260.747.4146
www.fwairport.com

